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Turn Software License Waste Into Savings
Unused licenses or “shelfware” annually costs organizations $65 million. 
Elementum can help you take charge of your software investments.

Legacy Software License Management is Broken

Reclaiming Unused Licenses Should Happen Automatically

Snowflake + Elementum: Modern Software License Management

Software Asset Managers offer a deep solution set but are expensive to implement, maintain, and expand. Low-Code 
Applications are flexible but require coding and have brittle connections. Off-shoring provides flexibility but is error-prone 
and requires ongoing management.

Fortunately, there is now infrastructure and software that enables organizations to automatically identify underutilized 
software consumption and take action on software license exceptions, requests, and renewals.
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How it Works

Take Control of Your Software Licenses Today

Your Potential Savings

Elementum uses Data Driven Workflows to identify and reclaim unused licenses in a few easy steps:

1. Add the relevant data tables (contracts, employees, user logins) to Snowflake

2. Elementum automatically relates and mines this data

3. Elementum automatically compares contracted licenses vs. actual user logins, finding users who’ve been inactive 
for 30 days

4. Elementum automatically identifies unused licenses, and initiates an approval workflow to reclaim the unused 
licenses

5. Once approved, Elementum automatically writes-back to Okta to deprovision the user licenses and reduce the 
contracted licenses

Elementum is the future of business automation, delivering secure, rapidly deployable, and fully customizable no-code 
workflows. By harnessing the power of your data, Elementum eliminates manual processes, paving the way for faster 
execution, fewer errors, and superior decision-making. Elementum is your partner in driving efficiency across all critical 
business operations.

Leverage Elementum’s Data Driven Workflows, with built-in AI and ML capabilities, to reclaim a significant proportion of your 
organization’s software licensing budget. It’s a rapidly deployed, easy-to-configure solution that ensures your data never 
leaves your cloud.

Ready to get started? Contact us at info@elementum.com or visit www.elementum.com to schedule a demo today.

With Elementum, companies can reclaim a significant portion of their software licensing budget.
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2,500 - 5,000 $88.6M 49.9% 70% $31M

5,001 - 10,000 $76.8M 49.9% 75% $29M

10,001+ $224.8M 49.9% 80% $90M

1.  Zylo 2023 SaaS Management Index Report
2. NextThink 2023, “How Much Does IT Waste on Unused Software Licenses,” based on 6 million customers.

Many organizations can cut spending on
software by as much as 30 percent”

- Gartner

http://info@elementum.com
http://www.elementum.com
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2016-07-19-gartner-says-organizations-can-cut-software-costs-by-30-percent-using-three-best-practices

